ABSTRACT

Financial Ratios have been a major indicator for financial asset selection. It’s seen that the decision taken to construct a portfolio based on financial ratio indicators has been able to make better returns than the random asset allocation process in the portfolio. This research will show multiple classifications based on unsupervised machine learning processes to satisfactorily determine investable assets or securities for portfolio contribution. Our suggested portfolio would then be compared with a random portfolio for a specific time frame in order to determine portfolio return, Sharpe ratio, and portfolio performance.
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INTRODUCTION:

Financial performance optimization has been a major concern for most investors and market analysts. It’s seen that investment management process is highly dependent on investment policy, market timing and security selection (Brinson et al., 1986). For the purpose of solving the research perspective our concern of management would associate with security selection. Brinson et al. (1986) also mentions that an effective investment policy would be dependent on these three factors, but in process of understanding the qualification of well-judged financial ratio indicators for assets, our comparison with randomized port-folio’s would be compared with portfolio’s created by assets suggested by financial ratio indicators classified upon Machine Learning processes (Azam et al., 2020).

Primary concern of portfolio construction is risk minimization through diversification of assets in a portfolio (Nanda et al., 2010). This research would involve itself with selection of assets based on suggestive financial ratio indicators. Through the suggestive assets our target would be construct a portfolio and check its return options for a given time period. Nanda et al. (2010) have found that, through K Means Clustering we have been able to identify more specific asset classes rather than SOM or Fuzzy C-Means Clustering process. This research would also compare the portfolio risk measurement with market benchmark index.

It’s seen that sustainable economic growth and development of social market plays an important role for financial markets and asset performance (Khan et al., 2020). Khan et al. (2020) suggested that through studying various key features such as skewness, kurtosis, symmetry and fat tail risk portfolio optimization could be estimated through weighted allocation of assets. In this research process, the key feature also includes minimum investment contribution for sustainable growth, but our comparison needs to be justified with smaller investment and educated asset choices.
rather than random asset choices and indefinite contribution for assets. It’s observed that rather than institutional investors in case of smaller investors, the considered standard deviation does not go beyond a prescribed risk level (Baumann et al., 2012).

As Machine Learning undertakes an approach to classify assets on the basis of defined educated criteria in reference to the considered financial ratios, it’s highly imperative that the classification methods need to be unbiased and solution centric based on situational factors (Li et al., 2014). As Barnes suggests that in order to understand the key situational constraints of a firm, all the key financial ratio’s needs to be understood (Barnes, 1987) hence asset allocation decision making needs to be dependent on financial ratios of assets. It’s also seen that financial ratio indicators remain as key factors to specifically identify assets or securities to prohibit bad investments (Lin et al., 2011). Hence the primary research concern that gets developed through this process is:

a) Are Machine Learning approaches useful for selection of assets based on classification through financial ratios?

b) Can Portfolio Optimizations be achieved on the basis of evaluations of selected assets?

**Literature Review**

It’s been observed that various financial ratios play different roles in order to exhibit financial conditions of an organization in different conditions. Chen & Shimerda (Chen et al., 1981) explains the importance of financial ratios as whole in order to determine overall condition of a company. Jordan et al., (2007) have evidenced that EPS is by far the most important financial ratio that determines the importance of selection of an asset for financial decision making. Through various research prospects it’s also seen that EPS plays a vital role for company’s future prospect (Rashidi et al., 2007). It’s observed that firm’s liquidity capability is a strong indicator in terms financial standing and further financial investments. In terms considering important constituents for portfolio construction, it found that investment is highly based on ratio analysis processes (Brinson et al., 1986). Sustainability is a method of suggestion generated by portfolio construction and risk management process for the highest possible return (Khan et al., 2020). In cases of online portfolio formation Baumann et al. (2012); Li et al. (2014) as the investors are mostly making smaller investment hence the risk allocation is different in comparison to institutional investors.

Current Ratio is considered as another important ratio that submits the liquidity of any organization. It’s found that in operational level (industry level) a firm considers to measure importance in relation to profit (Eljeily, 2004) with cash conversion and availability. It’s observed that although the relationship between investments in current assets and liability are a major indicator for firms financial standing (Qudah et al., 2015), its observed that a moderate policy of following a good current ratio always makes a favorable decision.

As Nanda et al. (2010) have successfully suggested the importance of clustering as a financial benchmark for segregating different class of assets for performance analysis, Momeni et al. (2015) have proved how the decision of selecting a good class of assets can make ultimate benefits. Abhishek & Samidha, (2017) found beneficial result through clustering method for segregating stocks in terms of performance measures for Shanghai Stock Exchange. Hence, in our research process we are considering K Means Clustering an important and derivative technique for Stock selection and portfolio formation.

Alkhatib et al. (2018) have found that in case of prediction-based systems, K Nearest Neighbor algorithm has the lowest error margin and most rational results with highest similarity with predicted results. Bauman & Miller, (1997) have suggested that continuously favorable EPS value plays an important role for a company’s financial future. In order to make our research process successful enough we would initiate the suggestion of best EPS and Current ratio value suggested by market index review for financial decision making processes.

As Martin Suggested that (Robert, 2021) through programming language-based portfolio optimizer PyPortfolioOpt uses all sectors of risk return parity measurements in a favorable account through mean variance allocation, Black-Litterman allocation (Idjorek, 2007) and machine learning inspired Hierarchical Risk Parity Algorithm (Lopez, 2016), hence the results
obtained through PyPortfolio optimization processes could be beneficial for research and portfolio performance evaluation purposes.

In accordance to Saito in Investor Business (Saito, 2021), a company with more than 25% EPS value in comparison to previous years data is found to be in strong demand. It’s also seen that the higher the EPS value the better is the company’s indication of overall stock price increase is there in future (Lopez, 2016). Similarly, its seen that a company with having a better than one 1 current ratio is supposed to have more liquidities in comparison to companies which have less than 1 current ratio (Saito, 2021). In suggestion it found that any companies which have current ratio in between 1.2 to 2 perform right at its best in terms of liquidation (Saito, 2021).

Finally in reference to portfolio return and risk measure a company needs to evaluate. The overall measure of Sharpe ratio Bodnar et al. (2016); Geltner, (2003) and MFoxCNBC, (2020) has led benefits for overall portfolio risk and return measure in a profitable manner. Furthermore, it’s seen selection of investment in a specific time period is of paramount importance in order to understand portfolio quality (Zhou, 2000).

Theoretical Framework

Importance of Financial Ratios - Chen & Shimerda, (1981) have found that key financial ratios are the most important determinant of organizational health. It found that –

a) They are used to evaluate key warning signs for any operating cycle.

b) They are highly industry specific indicators of organizational performance measurements.

c) It’s a measurement tool that compares one company with the industry and other companies of industry.

EPS - As Jordan et al. (2007) have suggested that EPS is one of the key indicators of an organization in terms of its performance measures. In accordance to CFI, how much each share is earns in respect of any situational constraint is represented through EPS hence under general rule, higher value of EPS the better the company is performing and lowers EPS shows a lower performance.

Current Ratio - Eljelly suggested (Eljeily, 2004) that current ratio basically shows how much current liabilities a company own in comparison to how much current assets the company possess under any given period of time. In general, the higher the ratio of current assets divided by current liabilities the better the performance of the assets.

Importance of Portfolio Optimization - Portfolio management is the art of selecting the right investment tools in the right proportion to generate optimum returns with a balance of risk from the investment made in accordance to Bauman et al. (1997). In order to successfully implement portfolio optimization through PyPortfolio Optimizer it’s seen that an optimum portfolio can reduce the diversifiable risk till zero (López, 2016).

As the Portfolio consists of Assets of various weights with each having different return capability, hence the overall portfolio will have the capability of return in comparison to defined weight allocations to different assets which will be assigned in terms of their expected returns, the overall return of all these assets will be the complete return of the portfolio.
**Sharpe Ratio** - The Sharpe Proportion may be a budgetary metric frequently utilized by speculators when surveying the execution of speculation administration items and experts. It comprises of taking the abundance return of the portfolio, relative to the risk-free rate, and separating it by the standard deviation of the portfolio’s abundance returns (Bodnar et al., 2016). A great Sharpe proportion will have values more noteworthy than or rise to 1.00 which is by and large considered “good”, as this would propose that the portfolio is advertising abundance returns relative to its instability (Dowd, 2000). Financial specialists will regularly compare (Dowd, 2000) the Sharpe Proportion of a portfolio relative to its peers. A portfolio with a Sharpe Proportion of 1.00 may well be considered lacking on the off chance that the competitors in its peer gather have a normal Sharpe Proportion over 1.00 (Dowd, 2000). Geltner, (2003) moreover notices that in connection to assessing Sharpe proportion of a portfolio there ought to moreover be IRR related with portfolio execution degree. In its peer group have an average Sharpe Ratio above 1.00 MFoxCNBC, (2020); Geltner, (2003) also mentions that in relation to evaluating Sharpe ratio of a portfolio there should also be IRR associated with portfolio performance measure.

**Importance of Classifying Assets for Selection** – Security selection is the process of identifying individual securities within a certain asset class that will make up the portfolio (Nanda et al., 2010; Momeni et al., 2010). The process of making effective selections is guided through the process of making effective selections for assets based on their financial performance measures (Khan et al., 2020; Qudah et al., 2000). Our theoretical frame work thus addresses to confirm following activities in order to address the solution process effectively.

**Process 1:**
1) Random selection of assets from various online sources like -
   a) www.fknol.com
   b) www.fools.com
   c) www.investors.com
   d) www.yahoo.finance.com
2) Selecting a specific time period for those selected assets.
3) Collect the asset prices for those selected dates
4) Apply those assets in a PyPortfolioOpt Optimizer and get a result in terms of Sharpe Ratio & Portfolio Return.

**Process 2:**
1) Collect EPS & Current Ratio for those randomly selected assets
2) Apply K Means Clustering in order to segregate the selected assets into the desirable asset class

**Feature Settings:**
- EPS: Greater Than 1
- Current Ratio: Greater than 1 and less than 2
3) Applying the Selected asset classes through PyPortfolioOpt for Portfolio Optimization process.
4) Evaluating the result of Newly Selected Portfolio with Randomized Portfolio in-terms portfolio performance through Sharpe ratio and Portfolio return.

**METHODOLOGY:**
In order to understand the true potential of portfolio management, the selected time period for performance consideration is January & February 2020 (MFox-CNBC, 2020). In the process of application, K Means Clustering the primary task would be associated with feature selections by which an asset could be classified as good investment property from another asset which is not. Feature selection properties have been demonstrated throughout as

**EPS >>> As High as Possible**
\[ 1.0 < \text{Current Ratio} <= 2.0 \]

In the position of Given set of observations between \( x_i \) and \( y_i \), where the observations are \( d \)-dimensional real vector, the target of K Means clustering is to segregate the \( n \) observations in \( K \) sets. Formally the main target is to generate:

The minimum point of difference from the existing true reference point of \( i \) \((1, 2, \ldots, N) \) C where \( 1, 2, \ldots, N \) are all the observations for variables.

Here, \( X_i \) is representing EPS
Yi is representing Current Ratio

Hence K Means Clustering would truly find the actual difference of points with best performing EPS & Current Ratio values in order to segregate the best stocks from the worst stocks for portfolio selection.

\[ \text{Arg-Min} (\sqrt{||x_i - U_x||^2 + ||y_i - U_y||^2}) = \]
Minimum Point of Difference
Ux are the average points for EPS
Uy are the average points for Current Ratio

Process 2: Secondary Check:
Using K Nearest Neighbor Clustering, this paper would initiate the task to initially select the effective EPS and Current ratio value and select the assets only with the minimum difference attribute.

Hence, the best asset choice will be -

\[ \text{Min (ABS (K (Xi, Yi) – K (Mod X, Mod Y)))} \]

ABS refers to absolute value
K (xi, yi) refers the respective weighted attribute of EPS and Current ratio of Assets
K (Mod X, Mod Y) determines the ultimate quality attribute of best EPS and Current Ratio.
K refers to the values of variables
Assets will be the list of all assets; those are randomly selected for portfolio with their quality attributes of EPS and Current ratio
Hence the Algorithm would be as such

```python
for i in asset:
    if EPS > 0 & Current Ratio K: (1 < K <= 2)
        Accept
    else:
        Reject
```

Final Step: Apply the selected group of assets into the portfolio. After making the selection we would apply them using the portfolio return formula:

\[ \text{Expected Return} = WA_i \times R_{Ai} + \ldots + W_{An} \times R_{An} \]

Where;
\( WA_i \) = Weight of security \( Ai \)
\( RA_i \) = Expected return of security \( Ai \)
\( W_{An} \) = Weight of security \( An \)
\( R_{An} \) = Expected return of security
Here i refers to all the assets which are present in the portfolio from 1, 2, ….. n

RESULTS AND FINDINGS:
In order to make the portfolio optimization process effective, the Stock suggestion taken using theoretical framework (Nanda et al., 2010; Momeni et al., 2015) we have taken several stocks as suggestions without the boundary of their effective EPS and Current Ratio. Under the effective suggestion we have considered two months ratio price as the benchmarks for portfolio optimization test process.

As PyPortfolioOpt mentions everything under the perspective of yearly gains hence the overall returns are forecasted as annualized returns. But this research paper has brought how pre-evaluated assets can make tremendous developments in Portfolio gains as the benchmark is yearly return. In accordance to the suggestions of various online medium it’s found that various assets like popular ones are only suggested as the best contributor of the portfolio which as a whole are good contributors for the portfolio but for short term gains various different assets should be suggested in accordance to their financial ratios.

The assets which were selected for random methods are seen to have major problems with Current ratio and some have extremely high EPS while some have extremely low EPS. The Overall return and risk variance for the randomized portfolio is found out through PyPortfolioOpt in order to understand the Portfolio’s return.

```python
#showing the expected annual return, volatility and variance
pct_var = str(round(port_var, 2) * 100) + '%
pct_risk = str(round(port_vol, 2) * 100) + '%
pct_rtn = str(round(port_simple_two_moth, 2) * 100) + '%
print('Expected Timely Return: ' + pct_rtn)
print('Risk/Volatility: ' + pct_risk)
print('Variance: ' + pct_var)
```

Expected Timely Return: 23.0%
Risk/Volatility: 24.0%
Variance: 6.0%

In the process of making selection of assets where the relevant features are only selected are demonstrated for the preferential portfolio. The selected assets are described with their specific EPS and Current Ratio here:
Here the entire assets were selected using K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm and later on tested through K Means Clustering Method for selection of absolutely same assets for portfolio optimization. Using the PyPortfolioOpt it’s seen that the above-mentioned assets make the overall return and risk variance:

```python
# Showing the expected annual return, volatility and variance
pct_var = str(round(port_var, 2) * 100) + '%'
pct_risk = str(round(port_vol, 2) * 100) + '%'
pct rtn = str(round(port_simple_ann, 2) * 100) + '%'

print('Expected Annual Return: ' + pct_rtn)
print('Annualized Risk/Volatility: ' + pct_risk)
print('Annual Variance: ' + pct_var)
```

Expected Annual Return: 75.0%
Annualized Risk/Volatility: 20.0%
Annual Variance: 4.0%

The portfolio optimization method also has suggested which two assets were the biggest contributor of financial portfolio. The discrete allocation process has made the total numbers of assets contribution process much more effective and efficient through outPyPortfolioOpt process.

```python
allocation , leftover = da.dp_portfolio()
print('Discrete Allocation: ', allocation)
print('Funds Remaining: $[:.2f].format(leftover)
```

Discrete Allocation: {'21Vianet ': 30, 'Nautilus ': 251}
Funds Remaining: $0.42

It’s seen that the portfolio analysis process was highly capable of making accurate suggestions regarding the asset selection but failed to make exact predictions regarding number of asset allocations or weight distributions.

```python
portfolio prediction = (actual gain / actual portfolio gain) * 100
print('Predicted Accuracy of Portfolio: ', portfolio prediction)
contribution margin = 100
portfolio gain = (actual gain / contribution margin) * 100
print('Predicted Gain Percentage in Two Months: ', portfolio gain)
```

Predicted Accuracy of Portfolio: 89.38232922911033
Predicted Gain Percentage in Two Months: 45.55000000000002

It’s found that the overall portfolio created through effective selection of assets are highly capable of performing and they are nearly 89% similar in reference to actual or best performing portfolio with an effective gain of 45% in an average with an effective contribution margin of $1000 as the initial investment amount.

**CONCLUSION:**

In our research process we have identified, how stocks in NYSE could be used effectively through classification-based Machine Learning processes. Also, it’s seen that return and risk measure calculations are always much better under biased and favorable circumstances rather than randomized circumstances. It’s seen that effective selection of assets always bring better profits as random portfolio made a annualized return of 23% whereas assets with favorable financial ratios made 75% overall annualized return. The overall risk measure of the randomized portfolio was less than the return whereas for selected asset portfolio it’s seen to have a very low risk in comparison to its return. Finally, the annualized variance of high return portfolio is lower than randomized portfolio at 4% and 6% respectively.

Our overall portfolio management process didn’t make use of any initiation of time series forecasting method that can show if the selected assets would be able to make a positive and negative gain for the considered period. Although the assets were referred through good suggestion by classification process suggested through financial principles, but if the time series forecasting were not applied then all these assets could have a negative ROI which was not discussed in this paper.

This paper was highly focusing towards elaborating the benefit of portfolio construction process and classification-based selection process; hence the major effectivity of time series forecasting was not mentioned in this paper. The secondary data sources were also not highly reliable as there were various other important financial ratios which were not found in the open data sources.
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